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A short proof is given of Meyniel’s theorem on Hamiltonian cycles in oriented 
graphs, Analogous conditions are obtained for a graph to he Hamiltonian- 
connected. 
We use the terminology of [l, 21, d+(x) and d-(x), denoting respectively 
the out-degree and in-degree of a vertex x in an oriented graph. Let 
d(x) := d+(x) + d-(x). 
THEOREM 1 (Meyniel[2]). Let G be an orientedstrongly connectedgraph 
with n (3 2) vertices such that for each two nonadjacent vertices x, y (x # y), 
we have 
d(x) + d(y) 3 2n - 1. (1) 
Then G is Hamiltonian. 
(The figure 2n - 1 is best possible here: Consider two complete graphs 
with a vertex in common.) 
Proof. We shorten Meyniel’s proof by using the fact that any graph 
satisfying (1) is unilaterally connected, i.e., for each two vertices x, y there 
is a path connecting x to y or y to x. This follows easily from (1) since, 
if x and y are not adjacent, then either d+(x) + d-(y) > n or 
d+(y) + d-(x) 2 n. 
We prove the result by induction on n, noting that it is true if n < 3. 
So suppose n > 3, and suppose that G = (A’, U) satisfies the hypotheses 
of the theorem but is not Hamiltonian. Let X0 = {v ,..., u,-~} (k 3 1) 
be an (oriented) cycle of maximum length. Let X, ,..., X, be the strong 
components of the subgraph G,-,O induced by X - X0 , numbered in 
such a way that all the edges between them go “forwards,” i.e., 
r,+(xj) n xi = 0 if l<i<j. 
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If 1 < i < j, define Yi,i to be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices 
ofthesetU(X,Ii<vbj). 
(I) From the maximality of X,, and the definition of strong com- 
ponents we have 
whenever i > 1, j 3 0, i # j, and xi E Xi . SO for each i 3 1, Xi satisfies 
(1) and so is Hamiltonian by the induction hypothesis. Moreover, if 
1 < i < j < s, Yi,i satisfies (1) and is therefore unilaterally connected. 
Thus, if u E Xi and w  E Xi , Yi,j u (~5) is strongly connected (and 
satisfies (1)) and so by the induction hypothesis it has a Hamiltonian 
cycle, necessarily containing the edge (~3). So if 1 < i < j < s and 
v E Xi and w  E Xj , there is a Hamiltonian path of Yi,j , starting at v and 
ending at w. 
(II) As G is strongly connected, r,+(X,) n X, f m and 
r&X,) n X, # ia. So certainly there exist U, , U, E X,, , strong com- 
ponents Xi , Xj and vertices 0, w  such that 
i <j, u E rc+(u,) n xj ) w E FG-(u,) n Xi . (2) 
Letpbedefinedbyp=~--Gol(modn-k),O<p<n-k-l. 
Choose U, , U, , Xi , Xi , a, w  satisfying (2), so that p is as small as possible. 
Note that p # 0, or X,, would not be a cycle of maximum length. And 
p # n - k - 1, for 0 = T, and if this makes p minimal then, choosing 
Xi = X1 and Xj = X, in (2) it is clear that no y E X - X,, can be adjacent 
to any U, E X0 (7 # a). But the resulting inequality 
d(u,,,,) + d(u) < 2(n - k - 1) + 2(k - 1) + 2 = 2n - 2 
contradicts (1). So 1 < p < 12 - k - 2. 
(III) By the minimality of p, no y E Y,,j can be adjacent to any of 
%+1 ,.**, u,+~ . Because of this and the maximality of X,, , 
I~c+(u)nX,I+l~c-(u)nX,I dn-k-p+l. 
Thus 
44 G tn - k 7 CL + 1) + %I x, I - 0 + IL,,, I X I 
=n-p+IXaI-l. (3) 
Enlarge the path [u, , u,] along X0 as much as possible by inter- 
polating, between adjacent vertices of it, vertices from the set 
%+1 ,***, u,,+~ . Because of the maximality of X0, and the presence of the 
edges (uO , v) and (w, a,) and the (u, w)-path whose existence was proved 
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in (I), d > 1 of the vertices u,+~ ,..., u,+~ are not so interpolated. Let u be 
one of them. Then by the same argument as before 
/ To+(u) n X0 I + j T&U) n X,, j < n - k - d + 1 + 2(d - 1) 
=n-lit-d-1 
and 
i-l 
44 < (n - k + a’ - 1) + 1 I xv I + c I Xv I 
v=l u=j+l 
=n+d-1--CIX,I. (4) 
v=i 
(3) and (4) together give d(u) + d(v) < 2n - 2, contradicting (1). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented graph with n (3 2) vertices 
such that, for each two vertices x, y (x # y) with (Fy) $ U we have 
d+(x) + d-(y) > n + 1. (5) 
Then for each two dIrerent vertices n, fl E X there is a Hamiltonian path 
starting at 01 and ending at /3. 
(The figure n + 1 in (5) is best possible here. Consider two complete 
graphs with at least three vertices, having two vertices in common.) 
Proof. The theorem is true for n = 2. So suppose n 3 3. Choose 
01, /3 E X. Let G’ = (X’, U’) be the subgraph of G induced by X - (01, fl}. 
Define a new graph G” = (X”, U”) with: 
X” = X’ u {x*} (x* a new vertex) 
and 
lJ” = U’ u {(x*, z) I z E r&-+(a)} u {(y, x*) 1 y E r,-(p)}. 
G” is strongly connected with I X” I = 12 - 1 vertices. For each two 
nonadjacent vertices U, v E G” (U # x*, v # x*) we have because of (5) 
do-(u) + d&v) > 2n + 2 - 4 = 2(n - I). 
And for every vertex y nonadjacent to x* we have 
d&y) + do+*) Z d+(y) + d-(P) + d+(ol) + d-(y) - 4 
3 2n + 2 - 4 = 2(n - 1). 
Now the result follows from Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G = (X, U) be an oriented 2-strongly connected graph 
with n (> 2) vertices such that, for each two nonadjacent vertices x, y (x # y) 
we have 
d(x) + 4 y) >, 2n + 1. (6) 
Then for each two d@rent vertices CII, j? with 
d+(a) + d-(P) 2 n +.I 
there is a Hamiltonian path starting at 01 and ending at /I. 
(7) 
Proof. We assume n 3 4, noting that the theorem is true for n < 3. 
Suppose (II, p E X (a # /I) satisfy (7). Define G” as in the proof of 
Theorem 2. Then G” is strongly connected and for each two nonadjacent 
vertices U, v of G” (U # x*, v # x*) we have 
do+) + doe(v) 3 2(n - 1) - 1. (f-0 
Assume G” is not Hamiltonian. As G is 2-strongly connected there is an 
oriented cycle of G” containing the vertex x*. Let X0 be a maximum cycle 
of G” containing the vertex x*. Now we follow the arguments of the proof 
of Theorem 1 and show the existence of two vertices u E X0, v qk X0 with 
and 
do”(u) < n - 3 + d (9) 
do+) + d&v) < 2(n - 1) - 2. (10) 
Because of (8), (10) implies u = x* and d = 1. So we have because of (9) 
d&x*) < n - 2 and therefore d+(a) + d-(/3) < n. This is a contradiction 
to (7). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3 is best possible in the following sense: 
(1) The theorem is false if G is not 2-strongly connected. 
Consider for n > 4 the graph G, = (X, , U,) with X, = {l,..., n} and 
U,={($li<j;l <i<n--1;2\(j<n}u{(n,)}. 
(2) The figure 2n + 1 in (6) is best possible. Consider two complete 
graphs with more than three vertices having two vertices in common. 
(3) The figure n + 1 in (7) is best possible. Consider the graph G, 
of (1) and add two vertices 01, p with 
r+(a) = {i I (n + 1)/2 < i < n} U (/I} 
T+(p) = {i 1 1 < i < n} U {a} 
T-(a) = {i 1 1 < i < n} U {/I} 
T-(/3) = {i 1 1 < i < n/2} U {a> U {n>. 
@b/x/I-6 
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This graph is 2-strongly connected. Each two vertices are adjacent. 
d+(a) + d-(/3) = n + 2. But there is no Hamiltonian path starting at 01 
and ending at /3. 
COROLLARY. Let G be an oriented 2-strongly connected graph with n 
(2 2) vertices. Suppose G to satisfy condition (6). Then for each two 
nonadjacent vertices x, y of G (x # y) there is a Hamiltonian path of G 
having x, y as its endpoints. 
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